Culinary Team Building Menu
~Recipes for Success~

Ready-Set-Cook (suggested for groups of 8-15)





The group is welcomed with a glass of champagne. Aprons are handed out.
Participants are introduced to the Chef and his helpers for the evening.
The group is then broken into teams by way of chef hats. Each team is required to come up
with a team name.
Next, they must draw for their courses and will begin cooking for each other’s dinner for
that evening.
Dinner follows, with wines of your choice.

A winning team for the evening is selected by the judge based on team spirit, preparation of food
and the grand finale presentation.

Chocolate Bridge Building (suggested for groups of 10-80)

The group is broken into teams and supplied with aprons, as well as an assortment of chocolates
and candy treats. Each group must name their team.
The objective is for each team to work closely with one another to build a bridge spanning two feet.
Each team then presents their bridge to the entire group and explains their team’s philosophy.
Judging will be based upon creativity, team participation, team spirit, vigor and durability of the
structure.

Culinary Team Building Menu
~Recipes for Success~

Corporate Cocktail Party Team Building (suggested for groups of 10-40)











The group is welcomed with a glass of champagne and then introduced to our Chef and his
helpers for the evening.
Each participant will receive an Olde Mill Inn apron for use during event and as a takehome gift.
The group is then divided into teams. Each team is required to come up with a team name.
Each team will be preparing two hors d’oeuvres to indulge at their Cocktail Reception.
At each work station, our Chef will provide each team with recipes and the basic ingredients
to create the hors d’ oeuvres.
There will be a small pantry of fresh ingredients available to the teams. The teams can use
their creativity and culinary skills to alter their recipe by adding or omitting ingredients!
Each team will have 45 minutes to prepare, cook, and plate for presentation. The culinary
staff will serve as team coaches.
The Olde Mill Inn will provide a table of props to enhance your theme & final presentation.
The teams will display their items at the cocktail reception for judging.
The Olde Mill Inn will enhance the menu with our Chef’s selection of food displays.
Judging will be based on creativity, teamwork, taste and presentation.
After the judging, the Cocktail Party begins!

~Cocktail Reception Hors d’ Oeuvre Menu~
Crab & Avocado Salad, Endive Boat
Smoked Salmon on Russian Black Bread, Horseradish Dill Aioli
Bloody Mary Shrimp Cocktail, Shooter
Radiatore Pasta, Grilled Chicken, Grape Tomatoes, Broccoli, Black Olives, Roasted Garlic Broth
Chicken and Beef Empanadas, Pineapple Pico de Gallo

